PRESS PHOTOS

Easy-care materials - Blue Responsibility

01: The cast mineral washbasins from the Coco
range from Burgbad are a charming mediator
between two worlds: calm and clear, but still highly
design oriented and functional.

02: The public toilet facility below the Alexanderplatz
square in Berlin was equipped with custom made
washbasins and automatically closing electronic taps
by Franke Aquarotter.

Source: Burgbad AG

Source: Franke Aquarotter GmbH

03: The Exos range from Franke Aquarotter offers
aesthetic washbasin solutions made of Miranit. The
surfaces are robust and easy to clean.

04: Ideal Standard provides age appropriate toilets
for nurseries and schools to suit the requirements of
even the smallest users. The toilet seats are made of
a pleasant, unbreakable thermoplastic material. They
are ergonomically shaped and are equipped with side
handles where the children can hold on.

Source: Franke Aquarotter GmbH

Source: Ideal Standard GmbH

05: The waterless Connect extraction urinals from
Ideal Standard feature a patented siphon
technology which requires no water for flushing. It
lets liquids through but prevents odours from
entering the room.

06: The new Kaldewei washbasins meet the full
scope of the high requirements for public sanitary
facilities: made of enamelled steel, they are ideal for
highly frequented areas, providing stability, durability
and easy cleaning – guaranteed for 30 years.

Source: Ideal Standard GmbH

Source: Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG

07: To match the industrial style of the Skaters
Palace, the customer chose the Geberit Sigma10
actuation plates in brushed stainless steel.

08: The PLAN accessories from Keuco, such as
lotion dispensers, paper towel dispensers and waste
bins, allow perfectly hygienic hand washing at the
ZwanzigZehn restaurant in Hemer.

Source: Geberit Vertriebs GmbH
Source: Keuco GmbH & Co. KG

09: Contactless activation makes the electronic taps
from the Kludi Zenta range particularly hygienic and
doses the water precisely.
Source: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG

10: The Schell wall installation shower Linus at the
Seebad pool in Schorndorf is equipped with a radar
sensor system: It registers the presence of the
guest and automatically stops the flow of water as
soon as they leave the sensor area. The water
keeps running for another 5 seconds to ensure that
any soap residue is fully removed.
Source: Schell GmbH & Co. KG

11: With the “Air WC” element, which can be
invisibly integrated into the “VariVIT” pre-wall
system, MEPA – Pauli and Menden GmbH has
developed an intelligent system solution for odour
extraction.
Source: MEPA - Pauli und Menden GmbH
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